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ORDER

Dated: 11-1 L-t
On scrutiny of documents/data c:ollected (Biometric Data and Photograph

Captured before and after completion of exam etc.) at the time of conduct of
examination for Post Code-89/ 17 (Asst. Teacher) by DSSSB, it has been found that
Mr./Ms. Ritu, whose details are mentioned in table below, was found indulging in
unfair means, malpractices and criminal activity like Cheating, Impersonation,
Forgery, Conspiracy etc. during the above said post code exam.

Table-I: Details of impersonator

Name of Exam:- Post Code 89/17(Asstt. Teacher, Directorate of Education)

Sr Candidate's Candidate's Roll No Candidate's Reason
no name, Father Address

Candidate's name
Date of Birth
& Category

1. Ritu Raj Krishan 120108900221 House No The name of
1234, VPO candidates for
Khidwali,Teh whom Ritu has

D.O.B. : Rohtak, appeared in
27/07/1996 Haryana. Post Code

Category: 89/ 17 beside

UR appearing for
self is

i. SUMAN

The complete
details of this
candidates is
given in 2nd

.. table. Ritu has
committed

•. 1

impersonation.

Table-2: Details of Candidates for whom Mr./Ms. Ritu Impersonated

Name of E~am:- Post Code 89/17(Astt. Teacher(Primary), Directorate of
Education)

.
Sr Candidate's Candidate's Roll No Candidate's Reason
no name, Father Address

Candidate's name
Date of Birth
& Category

SUMAN RANB1RSINGH 120108926220 H.No-73VPo- This candidate1
Hiran got RITUDOB: Kudna,Delhi appeared on her01/04/1990 behalf in post

OBC Code exam
89/17.
Debat'rrne1'l1'.
order of Suman
is issued
separately.



Further, it is' not out of place to mention here that the Candidates appearing in
various examinations being conducted by the DSSSB have repeatedly been warned not
to resort to any unfair means/ malpractices and further, that:

((Anyattempt to commit or abet, as the case may be all or any of the acts such as
(i) Impersonating, 'and (iil Procuring impersonation by any person, may in addition to
render himself/ herself liable to criminal prosecution, be liable:"

a) To be disqualified by the Board from the examination for which he /
she is a candidate as also from any other examination/ selection of
the Board in which he/ she might have appeared by the final result/
selection has not been declared/ made and or

b) To be debarred either permanently or for a specified period from any
.examination held or selection made by them and or,

c) To take disciplinary action if he/she is already in service under
Government and or,. . .

d) To take any other legal action'

Further, attention is drawn to the following prOVISIOns of the "General
Instruction" for candidates for. the various post Codes in online, offline & PET
examinations.

"If any case of impersonation comes to notice then Overall In-charge & Observer
shall lodge FIR against both persons i.e. candidates who applied and the
impersonator under relevant sections. These persons shall also be debarred from
appearing in future exams of DSSSB and other Board/ Commissions."

Thus, it is clear that the candidate has abetted impersonation by sitting in
examination for other candidates in their place. Thus, the candidate and the
impersonator have indulged in the following activities amounting to impersonation:

i) Appearing for examination for another candidate or arranging to have
another person taken.an examination for the candidate.

ii) Allowing/Making somebody else to write answers on candidate's behalf
during examination.

iii) Helping or receiving help from other candidates to impersonate.

iv) Signing/ getting signed the attendance sheet and other examination
documents on somebody els.e's behalf either partially or completely.

v) Providing admit card to another person to enable him to appear on
behalf of the candidate.

Further, These candidates have also indulged in the act of FORGERY by
altering' the identity proof of candidates, admit cards etc, and produced these
documents to the examination conducting functionaries with the intent to defraud, as
the documents produced are materially different from the records available with the
DSSSB.

Therefore, it is evident that thi:s candidate and against whom he/she appeared
in exam were actively involved in the crime related to impersonation, cheating, forgery,
connivance and conspiracy as specified in Indian Penal Code.

In view of above facts and circumstances, the DSSSB has come to the
conclusion that,' prirna facie, a case of impersonation, cheating, forgery, connivance
and conspiracy is made out against the candidates.

The DSSSB adheres to ZERO TOLERANCE POLICY TOWARDS ANY
MISCONDUCT by any candidate or any persons. Therefore, in view of the above facts
and circumstances, the candidature of the above candidatels] who have appeared in
the examination has already been cancelled vide Notice No. 927 endorsed vide F.No.
4(500)/DSSSB/CC-I/2019/5661-70 Dated- 04.12.2019 on finding him/her involved
in the acts as mentioned above in the table. Further the candidature of Mr.y Ms. Ritu
was declared deemed to be cancelled if he / she has appeared in any exam conducted
by DSSSB prior to above date.

Therefore, in view the above Mr.y Ms. Ritu S/D/o Raj Krishan having Date of
Birth: 27/07/1996 bearing Roll No.: 120108900221 of Post Code 89/17 is hereby
debarred from all exatninfl-tion Q(;mQ\,H;:ted/tobe conducted by the DSSSB for a period
of 15 years w.e.f. 060ct2018.

This issues with the prior approval of Competent Authority.

~>
(Deputy Seeretary)~Exam.



To
Mr./Ms. Ritu S/D/O Raj Krishan
Address: House No 1234, VPO Khidwali,Teh. Rohtak


